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meanwhile, bhool bhulaiyaa 2, continues to score big at the box office, even in the fifth week of its release.
the kartik aaryan-starrer has earned $ 23.3 million after the fifth weekend. interestingly, kumar faces failure
at the box office, even as aaryan celebrates the success of a film which is a standalone sequel to kumars
2007 film, bhool bhulaiya. interestingly, the film has already landed online and is the second most watched
film/show on netflix nflx india. the film was made on an estimated budget of $ 10 million. filmmaker dr
dwivedi is best known for the popular hindi tv show, chanakya, that aired on indian tv channel, doordarshan,
through the early 90s. the filmmaker is known for his well-researched projects, but his latest movie does not
live up to such expectations. apart from many historians questioning the facts portrayed in the film, many
critics also criticized samrat prithviraj for the usage of inaccurate language and architecture, among other
things. it's been over three months since bhool bhulaiyaa 2 has been released but kartik aaryan has not
stopped winning love and praises for his film. the film was a major hit among the masses, especially due to
kartiks appeal to children and family audiences. the sequel was created to take bhool bhulaiyaa forward and
take it to a new level. the sequel is said to be "more powerful and more emotional than the original." it is set
against the backdrop of the bombay riots of 1992.hindi-dubbed versions of the film were released
theatrically on 19 december 2012 in india.
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